
Brexit - GB Based Companies 

Brexit probably means WTO rules so we will trade with EC countries like we would other ROW (Rest 

of the World) countries. i.e. Zero Rated Sales and Purchases.  

We suggest leaving the existing “UK 4 EC Sales” and “UK 6, 7, 8 EC Purchases” VAT codes as they are. 

Most users will have a VAT return to complete that could extend past December so those codes 

need to stay where they are in the VAT return boxes.  

GB Sales to EC - B2B (Businesses) B2C (Consumers) – 1st Jan 2021 

The EC Sales List does not need to be done anymore. ☺  

We have been informed that the government will not need an Intrastat for sales (dispatches) after 

1st Jan 2021. It will for purchases (arrivals) though. It is hard to get a definitive answer so we will 

work on the basis it may be required. So we cannot switch every EC customer to “UK 0 Zero Rated 

Sales”. If we do then we will not be able to get an Intrastat from the system.  

We think the best idea is to create a new sales code called “UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales”, this would 

be put into the same VAT turn boxes as “UK 0 Zero Rated Sales”. i.e. Boxes 1 and 6.  

At the moment if you get an EC Businesses VAT number then you can charge zero vat. If the EC 

customer is not a VAT registered person (Consumer) then you would charge them normal Std Rate 

VAT under distance selling rules etc. From the 1st Jan 2021 you should charge Zero VAT to both types 

of customer. This means existing customers, ship tos and class templates should be updated.  

If you charge Zero VAT you need to keep proof of export like Invoice, export documentation etc. for 

6 years. The customer when they get their goods will need to deal with customs, duty and VAT costs. 

You should review your INCOTERMS with customers. Maybe you need to switch terms from 

Delivered Duty Paid (DDP) to Delivered At Place (DAP). Doing so will mean import formalities are 

handled in the country where the goods are received. Your liability for them stops there. You will 

need to review this with your customs broker, Freight forwarder or Parcel Carrier as this would be 

the best way to maintain DDP if you wanted to. A B2C type customer may not want to deal with 

Customs, Duty and VAT so if you are selling to consumers in EC you will need to look at this.   

GB Purchases from EC - B2B (Businesses) B2C (Consumers) – 1st Jan 2021 

You will still need to produce an Intrastat report for purchases (arrivals).  

We cannot therefore switch every EC supplier to “UK 0 Zero Rated Purchases”. If we do then we will 

not be able to get an Intrastat from the system.   

 

We think the best idea is to create a new purchase code called “UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases”, this 

would be put into the same VAT return boxes as “UK 0 Zero Rated Purchases”. i.e. Boxes 4 and 7. 

This means existing suppliers and class templates should be updated with this code. 

At the moment if you buy from an EC supplier and they have your VAT number then they do not 

charge you VAT. This will effectively continue as EC sales to GB would be Zero Rated whether you 

were a Business or Consumer after 1st Jan 2021.  

Importing from EC suppliers would be the same as importing from ROW (Rest of World) suppliers. 

There will be customs, duty, freight, insurance and VAT to pay.  



There is a 6 month postponement option for EC imports if you register. This means that you don’t 

pay the VAT right away and you get a balance from them every month of the liability which you need 

to journal into your VAT return Boxes 1, 4 and 7. You need to understand how to post Vatable 

journals to do this.  

Boxes 2, 8 and 9 on the VAT return should not have any values going forward from 1st Jan unless 

there is some residual for a return that spans from prior to Jan 2021.  

GB companies that trade with NI (May be out of date) 

The UK will offer a free Brexit customs declarations Trader Support Service, which will help complete 

all customs, safety and security declarations. For clarity, in relation to your circumstances, you 

should use TSS as the below could be subject to change.     

GB Sales to NI - B2B (Businesses) B2C (Consumers) – 1st Jan 2021 

From a GB company perspective the UK would consider this a domestic sale with UK VAT. From the 

EC perspective it is an export from GB to NI but no export declaration is required.  

GB Purchases from NI - B2B (Businesses) B2C (Consumers) – 1st Jan 2021 

From a GB company perspective the UK view it as an import but treated as UK Domestic VAT 

transaction. UK government has indicated no import customs declarations required.  

 

GB Company Changes – BREXIT UPDATE PLUGIN 

Before you start to trade in Jan 2021 (probably 1st – 4th Jan) you need to run a “Brexit Update” 

plugin that will do the following: (preferably with no users in the system) 

Make sure all EC Countries are flagged as EC Countries in System Manager.  

• Austria      Belgium 

• Bulgaria    Croatia 

• Cyprus     Czech Republic 

• Denmark    Estonia 

• Finland     France, including Monaco 

• Germany    Greece 

• Hungary    The Republic of Ireland 

• Italy     Latvia 

• Lithuania    Luxembourg 

• Malta     The Netherlands 

• Poland     Portugal 

• Romania    Slovakia 

• Spain     Slovenia 

• Sweden 

Copy UK 4 EC Sales Tax Code and Component to :  

UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales 

Put this into Box 1 and 6 in the VAT Return  

The above means we can show the EC Sales in VAT Return boxes 1 and 6 (Zero Rated Sales) and also 

do an Intrastat if required.  



Copy UK 7 EC Purchases Zero Rated Tax Code and Component to :  

UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases  

Put this into Box 4 and 7 in the VAT Return.  

The above means we can show the EC Purchases in VAT Return boxes 4 and 7 (Zero Rated Purchases) 

and also do an Intrastat.  

Change Customer Class Templates (Tax Code) for EC Countries, Consumer and Business to :  

UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales 

Change Customer Ship To Class Templates (TaxCode, FreightTax Code and OtherTax Code) for EC 

Countries, Consumer and Business to :  

UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales  

The above Class templates decide what is defaulted into a new customer or ship to record for EC 

customers. This saves having to remember to edit them and is important if you auto create them 

from a web site.  

Update Existing Customers Tax Code in EC Countries to : 

UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales  

Update Existing Customer Ship Tos (TaxCode, FreightTax Code and OtherTax Code) in EC Countries 

to: 

UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales  

The above changes existing customers and ship tos so if we do a new order it will use the new tax 

code.  

Change Supplier Class Templates Tax Code for EC Countries to: (if any setup) 

UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases 

 

The above helps default the correct tax code for new suppliers. 

 

Update Existing Suppliers Tax Code in EC Countries to :  

UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases 

The above updates existing EC suppliers to the new tax code.  

 

Going forward you should use the new tax codes.  

The plugin can be found in the Admin user role, System Manager – Setup – “Brexit Update”. Make 

sure you can access it before Jan 2021 but don’t run if before the 1st Jan 2021 date.  

 

We have done the above changes as a plugin so users can make these changes before they start 

trading in Jan 21. Expected between 1st to 4th Jan. We would usually have done these kind of changes 

in chargeable consultancy time but we could not do 100s of users in the morning of the 4th Jan. ☺  

 

If you don’t run the Brexit Update before you start trading in Jan 2021 it means that you will need to 

do a vatable journal for any values posted, from the 1st Jan, to UK 4 EC Sales and UK 6, UK 7 or UK 8 

EC Purchases tax codes and move the values to UK 0 Zero Rated Sales and Purchases. This would 

need to be done before you run the next VAT return that includes Jan 2021. If you need help to do 

this we can offer chargeable consultancy time as required. NB If you started trading before you ran 



the plugin and you don’t know how to do vatable journals to correct this then you will need to book 

some consultancy time. You should therefore organise some chargeable consultancy way in advance 

of your VAT filing deadline as demand could be high.  

 

You will need to manually review : 

Outstanding Sales Order Item Lines, Other and Freight tax codes for EC Countries  

Maybe change to: UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales 

Unposted Sales invoices will not be changed as we assume they are for prior to 1st Jan.  

Outstanding Purchase Order Item Lines TaxCode, Other and Freight Tax Codes for EC Countries  

Maybe change to: UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases 

NB Posted GRNs cannot be changed. When you receive the Bill you will need to change the Tax code 

as required or to UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases.  

Stock Item Tax Code translations (if any) From or To that have UK 4 EC Sales and UK 6, 7, 8 EC 

Purchase Tax Code. We would not expect any to be setup, for EC tax codes, as this is usually for 

charging lower rate of VAT than the Std Rate.  

Change to: UK 40 EC Zero Rated Sales or UK 70 EC Zero Rated Purchases 

 

You need to take care when entering EC Supplier expense bills for December (in January) that you 

are using the old tax codes as the new tax codes will be defaulting in after the update. If you are 

matching to a GRN then it will have the old tax codes defaulting in from when the GRN was done. 

 

 

Commodity Code Country of Origin 

Have you updated your commodity codes and country of Origin. You can do this manually in the 

stock item form - setup tab.  

If you have a lot to do if you provide a spreadsheet with Column1:”ItemName”, 

Column2:”CommodityCode” and Column3:”CountryofOrigin” then we could import this under 

chargeable consultancy for £100 + VAT one off. Subject to availability it would be preferable to do 

these pre-Christmas.  

 



Commercial Invoice plugin  

If you export to other countries outside the EU then you already know that you need to provide a 

customs sales invoice or a commercial invoice for the goods being sent. We have created a plugin to 

make this easier to produce the invoice with the information usually required.  

See: https://www.interprise.co.uk/interprise-suite-knowledge-base/commercial-invoice/ 

Cost £150 + VAT one off  

(This is a far better option than trying to create a new invoice layout or change an existing one to try 

and show the information required. Some of the information would require custom fields etc. and it 

will cost more to do.)   

 



 
 

Landed Cost Feature 

We have a feature for Landed Costs which allows you to uplift your stock value allowing for landed 

costs like duty, freight and insurance. For a full explanation of Landed Costs please go to : 

https://www.interprise.co.uk/interprise-suite-knowledge-base/landed-costs-guide/  

If you are thinking of implementing the Landed Costs feature then you should book some 

consultancy time as it requires planning. It may be too late to do this before Mid-January now.  

Cost £350 + VAT per Half Day GTM Consultancy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


